Product Spotlight: Spartan Mats

Spartan Mat, LLC produces and supplies large wood crane mats and also distributes composite interlocking mats. Mats are used as either critical lift platforms for crane erection work or as temporary roads to safely move equipment around on project sites. Mats distribute the weight loads from equipment and disperses it into the ground thus reducing the EPA or weight footprint of the equipment.

Spartan Mat, LLC can produce mats in any thickness, width and length. With production locations in more than 25 states and stocking locations in almost two thirds of the states, the company can easily get mats to your project location. Spartan Mat offers three distinct mat programs to best fit your needs: Purchase, Purchase with buy back and Rental

With 13+ years of experience and 70+ locations to ship mats from across the US and even Canada, Spartan can provide truck and rail delivery, and sometimes even customer pick up at our sawmill or load out yard location. Besides just selling new and used mats, Spartan also buys your used mats off your project whether we sold them into your site or not.

Spartan offers a monthly mat inventory list via email that keeps you up to date on new and used mat availability in your local area. To be added to this service, simply email Spartan your email and phone number to spartan@spartanmat.com. Add as many of your co-workers to the list as you'd like. Spartan offers installation and pick up of your mats on location, sending people in to load with our equipment or you can load with your equipment and we will only send the trucks. Spartan can Also sort and grade through your mats to determine usability and grades and quality of the mats coming off your project to ensure shipping only usable mats. In addition, Spartan provides mat washing & cleaning services to allow intrastate or USA/Canadian border crossing transport.

Whether it's new or used hardwood mats, crane mats, bridge mats, laminated mats, truck mats, pipeline mats, construction mats, equipment mats, steel rig mats, composite mats, pipeline skids or timbers, Spartan can take care of your project needs. And if you don't need mats right now, get prepared for when you do and add yourself to our mat email list now! Spartan emails a free monthly-mat inventory list that keeps you informed on current mat availability in your area.

For more information, visit www.spartanmat.com or https://www.facebook.com/SpartanMat.